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Pseucode Algoritma A* (A Star) :

```java
package astar;
import com.sun.xml.internal.bind.v2.schemagen.xmlschema.Import;
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;

/**
 * This class allows an implementation of the A*Star algorithm with different
 * heuristics depending on which is
 * picked by the user.
 * Each of the functions in this class need a new option for each new heuristic
 * Current options for Heuristics:
 * 1: Fewest Links
 * 2: Shortest Distance
 * When adding a new heuristic, another option must be added to the "switch"
 * statement in both the getCost() and
 * getEstimatedCostToGoal() statements
 */
```
public class HeuristicsNode extends NodeXY {

    protected HeuristicsNode(String label, int x, int y) {
        super(label, x, y);
    }

    public double getCost(NodeXY nodeB, Heuristic heuristic) {
        // Get the cost from one node to another according to a heuristic
        double cost = 0;
        switch (heuristic) {
            case FEWEST_LINKS:
                // Fewest Links
                break;
            // Add other cases for different heuristics
        }
        return cost;
    }
}
cost = 1;
break;

case SHORTEST_DISTANCE:
    //Shortest Distance - measure the distance between nodes using D = sqrt((x2-x1)squared + (y2-y1)squared )
    double totalDistance = 0;

    int tempx = this.location.x - nodeB.location.x;
    int tempy = this.location.y - nodeB.location.y;

    tempx = tempx * tempx;
    tempy = tempy * tempy;

    try {
        totalDistance = Math.sqrt(tempx + tempy);
    }
    catch(Exception E) {
        System.out.println("Error in get_Distance() "+E);
        totalDistance = 0; //In case of error
    }
    cost = totalDistance;
break;
//case 3:
    //XXXXXXXXXXXXXX - method to calculate a new heuristic
    //ADD NEW HEURISTIC HERE: CALCULATE THE COST AND SET THE VARIABLE cost = TO THE CALCULATED COST
    //break;

default:
    //Use fewest Links as default
    cost = 1; //It is known that 1 will definitely be an underestimate, so 1 is used
    break;
//Return the cost calculated by the heuristic
    return cost;
}

/**
 * This function gets the estimated cost between this node and the goal node
 * @param goalNode
 * @param heuristic type of heuristic to be used
 * @return estimated cost to goal
 */

@Override
public double getEstimatedCostToGoal(NodeXY goalNode, Heuristic heuristic) {
    //Initialize variable for cost
    double estCost = 0;

    //Select which heuristic to use
    switch(heuristic) {
        case FEWEST_LINKS:
            //Fewest Links Heuristic
            estCost = 1; //It is known that 1 will definitely be an underestimate, so 1 is used
            break;
        case SHORTEST_DISTANCE:
            //Shortest Distance
            estCost = this.getCost(goalNode, heuristic); //Uses the other function to calculate distance between nodes,
            //since the direct distance from this node to the goal is an underestimate of the total distance to the goal
            break;
        //case 3:
        //XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX - method to calculate a new heuristic
        //ADD NEW HEURISTIC HERE:  CALCULATE THE ESTIMATED COST TO THE GOAL AND SET THE VARIABLE est_cost = TO THE CALCULATED
```java
COST
    //break;
    default:
        //Use Fewest Links as default
        estCost = 1; //It is known that 1 will definitely be an underestimate, so 1 is used
        break;
    }
    //Return value
    return estCost;
}

Pseudocode Proses Pencarian Algoritma A* (A Star) :

/**
 * Copyright 2005 Sean J. Barbeau
 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
*/

define package astar;
import com.barbeau.networks.visualization.MapDisplay;
import com.barbeau.networks.SearchSpace;
import java.util.*;
```
import java.awt.*;
import java.util.Collections.*;

/**
 * A* algorithm implementation *
 ******************************************
 Created by Sean J. Barbeau
 This application was created in the NetBeans and is editable in that environment
 by opening this root directory in NetBeans.
 The executable is "dist\Astar.jar", and is launched in Windows by double-clicking on it from
 a normal window. To be safe you may want to copy the entire root and subdirectories to
 your hard drive and then execute it.
 The source code is in "src\astar".
 Both input files should be located in the same directory as the .jar file to load from their
 default location, although the file browser buttons
 can be used to specify files in other locations.
 Program execution:
 1) Start application
 2) Click on "Load files"
 3) Select Start and Goal nodes and select heuristic
 4) User can disable nodes so they won't be used in the search path by selecting the
 'Enable/Disable Node' radio button option and clicking on the map.
 5) User can move nodes by selecting the 'Move Node' radio button option and clicking and
 dragging a node around the map.
 6) User can select to either progress step-by-step through the algorithm or immediately
 finish the algorithm by toggling the "Step-by-Step" button.
 7) User can select the length of the step time from .1 to 10 seconds by moving the "Step time"
 slider.
 6) Click "Start" to begin algorithm execution. 6) and 7) can also be performed during
 execution of the algorithm.
 7) After algorithm finishes (or during execution if desired) click "Reset" to reset the
algorithm to its initial state. You can either run the algorithm again or load a new set of files.

The output from the algorithm (path from start to goal node) should be shown in the "A* Log" text box within the application window as well as the graphical display. Start and goal nodes are shown in blue, current node being processed is in green, and any disabled nodes are red. Links are shown as light blue if they are traveled, and as dark blue if they are part of the path after the algorithm finds a path.

To add more heuristics, modify the "getCost(Node nodeB, int heuristic)" and "getEstimatedCostToGoal(Node goalNode, int heuristic)" functions in the class "Heuristics_Node" to add a new heuristic calculation as part of the 'switch' statement. Then pass the integer used for that 'switch' statement into the "heuristic" argument of the AstarSearch object when it is created.

References used for A* algorithm:
public class AstarSearch extends Thread
{
    /** Declares variables necessary for the search **/ 
    private SearchSpace searchSpace = new SearchSpace(); //Search space for algorithm 
    private HeuristicsNode startNode; //Start node for search algorithm 
    private HeuristicsNode goalNode; //Goal node for search algorithm 
    private HeuristicsNode currentNode = null; //Current node being examined 
    private Heuristic heuristic = Heuristic.FEWEST_LINKS; //Selected Heuristic to use to measure cost. Default = Fewest Links 
    private LinkedList path = new LinkedList(); //Variable that holds the path if the goal node is found 
    private int numIterations = 0; //Counter to count the iterations of algorithm 
    //Variables to show text to the user in the main interface 
    private javax.swing JTextArea textLog; 
    private static String NEW_LINE = "\n";

    //Variable to show the map of the search space graphically to the user 
    private MapDisplay map;
    //Variable defines whether application runs quickly through (default) or step-by-step 
    private boolean stepByStep = false;
    //Variable defines the length of step time (in milliseconds) 
    private int stepTimeDelay = 1000;

    /** 
     * Constructor for AstarSearch 
     */
/*
 * @param searchSpace search space to run Astar search on
 * @param startNode node to start Astar search from
 * @param goalNode node to find using Astar search
 * @param heuristic heuristic to use in Astar algorithm
 * @param textLog log to print output to
 * @param map map to display search output on
 */

public AstarSearch(SearchSpace searchSpace, HeuristicsNode startNode, HeuristicsNode
goalNode, Heuristic heuristic, javax.swing.JTextArea text_log, MapDisplay map)
{
    super();
    //Initialize search variables
    this.searchSpace = searchSpace;
    this.startNode = startNode;
    this.goalNode = goalNode;
    this.heuristic = heuristic;
    this.numIterations = 0;
    this.path = null;
    //Set text log to print messages to the user
    this.textLog = text_log;
    //Set map display to show search space and nodes
    this.map = map;
}
/**
 * Thread to run Astar search
 */
@Override
public void run()
{
    //Print header
    this.printToLog("*************************************************************
    ***
    ***
    ***
    "
    );
try
{
    //Print start and goal nodes
    this.printToLog("Starting node = " + startNode.label);
    this.printToLog("Goal node = " + goalNode.label);
    //Start search algorithm, which returns the path from the start to the goal node if one exists
    this.path = aStarSearch();
    //If a path to the goal node was found then print the path, else say a path to goal doesn't exist.
    if(path != null) {
        this.printPath(this.path);
        this.map.setPath(this.path);
    } Else
    { this.printToLog("***************************************************
                    ***
                    Algorithm couldn't find path to goal, and therefore one does NOT exist.");
    }
    System.out.println("Finished run method in AstarSearch");
    //Print footer
    this.printToLog("Ended A* search.");
    this.printToLog("***************************************************
                    ***
                    Please press the 'Reset' button to re-initialize the application.");
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println(e);
}
}
/**
 * This function starts the actual A* search algorithm
 * @return the path from the start to the goal node if one exists
 */
public LinkedList aStarSearch() {
    //Variable to hold nodes to still be searched
    PriorityQueue available = new PriorityQueue();

    //Variable to hold nodes that have already been explored
    LinkedList visited = new LinkedList();
    try {
        //Print Heuristic that is being used
        switch(this.heuristic) {
            case FEWEST_LINKS:
                //Fewest Links
                this.printToLog("The 'Fewest Links' Heuristic is being used.");
                break;
            case SHORTEST_DISTANCE:
                //Shortest Distance
                this.printToLog("The 'Shortest Distance' Heuristic is being used.");
                break;
            //case 3:
            //XXXXXXXXXXXXX
            //this.printToLog("The 'XXXXXXXXXXXXX' Heuristic is being used.");
            //break;
            // To print a new heuristic to the text box, uncomment the above 3 lines and
            //replace XXXXXXXXXXXX with the name of the heuristic
            default:
                //Use Fewest links as the default
                this.printToLog("The 'Fewest Links' Heuristic is being used.");
        }
    } finally {
        //Clean up resources
        available.clear();
        visited.clear();
    }
    return available;
}
break;

// Set start node variables
this.startNode.costFromStart = 0;

// Changed to below line to reflect better generalized version
this.startNode.estCostToGoal = this.startNode.getEstimatedCostToGoal(this.goalNode, this.heuristic);

this.startNode.pathParent = null;

// Add Start Node to available list
available.add(this.startNode);

// Loop through all the available searchable nodes while there are still nodes available
while (!available.isEmpty()) {
    // Get the "least expensive" node on list and deletes it from the available queue
    HeuristicsNode nodeA = (HeuristicsNode) available.removeFirst();

    // Set current node for access from outside
    this.currentNode = nodeA;

    // Draw nodeA on map as node that is currently being expanded
    nodeA.drawNode(map, Color.GREEN, map.getExpandedNodeSize());

    // Increment the number of iterations for the algorithm
    numIterations++;

    // If this is the goal then the algorithm is done
    if (nodeA == this.goalNode) {
        
        // Print node's label
        this.printToLog("Found goal!! => " + nodeA.label + " (after " + numIterations + " iterations, total cost = " + nodeA.costFromStart + ")");

        // Set found_goal variable
        found_goal = true;

        // Deemphasize the goal node in the graphic display
        nodeA.deemphasizeCurrentNode(map);

        // returns path
        return getPath();
    }
}
this.printToLog("Expanding "+nodeA.label+": Checking neighbors & costs------
---->

//Get a list of this node's neighbors
java.util.List tempList = nodeA.getChildren();
//Get iterator to loop through nodes neighbors
Iterator i = tempList.iterator();
/* Loop through each node "nodeB" that nodeA is connected to, and examine it 
* to see if it has been visited or if a shorter path has been found to it 
*/
while (i.hasNext()) {
    //Get next node that nodeA is connected to
    HeuristicsNode nodeB = (HeuristicsNode)i.next();
    //Get link that defines that connection
    LinkXY tempLink = (LinkXY) this.searchSpace.findLink(nodeA, nodeB);
    //Define this link as traveled
    tempLink.traveled = true;
    //Have thread sleep to pause execution
    if (this.stepByStep == true) {
        AstarSearch.sleep(this.stepTimeDelay);
    }
    //Draw line to next node
    node_A.draw_Arrow_to(nodeB, Color.CYAN, map);  //Removed in favor of
    tempLink.drawLink(map, Color.CYAN);
    //Find out whether this node is already available
    boolean isAvailable = available.contains(nodeB);
    //Find out whether this node has been visited
    boolean wasVisited = visited.contains(nodeB);
    //Calculate cost from start for nodeB from this path = cost from start to nodeA +
    cost from nodeA to nodeB
    double tempCostFromStart = nodeA.costFromStart + nodeB.getCost(nodeA,
if(nodeB.enabled == true) {

    /*If nodeB hasn't already been visited or if the total cost from the startNode to nodeB is less than the one that is already been found to nodeB * THEN recalculate the costs and assign new parent node */

    if ( (isAvailable == false && wasVisited == false) || (tempCostFromStart < nodeB.costFromStart) )
    {
        //Set nodeB's parent for this path as nodeA
        nodeB.pathParent = nodeA;

        //Set new cost from start by copying the newly calculated value
        nodeB.costFromStart = tempCostFromStart;

        //Calculate cost from nodeB to goal
        nodeB.estCostToGoal = nodeB.getEstimatedCostToGoal(this.goalNode, this.heuristic);

        /* Make sure 'available' and 'visited' lists correctly reflect nodeB's conditions */

        if (isAvailable == false)
        {
            //Add it to the available list so it can be considered as part of a path to the goal
            available.add(nodeB);
            this.printToLog("    " + nodeB.label + " was added to the list of available nodes.");
        }

        if (wasVisited == true)
        {
            //Remove nodeB from the visited list so it can be considered again as part of a new path to the goal
            visited.remove(nodeB);
        }
    }
this.printToLog(" " + nodeB.label + " was previously visited but has been added back to the search because it appears a path with lesser cost exists.");
}

//Print info on the currently considered nodeB to user
this.printToLog(" " + nodeB.label + " Costs--> from_start = " + nodeB.costFromStart + ", est_to_goal = " + nodeB.estCostToGoal + ", total = " + nodeB.get_total_heuristic_cost());

} //End of IF statement to see if nodeB was previously visited or if a shorter path to nodeB had been found
else {
    //Print info to the user that nodeB is no longer considered
    this.printToLog(" " + nodeB.label + " has already been visited and doesn't appear to be lesser cost to the goal, so it has been removed from the list of considered nodes.");
}
} //End of IF to see if node is enabled
else {
    //Node has been DISABLED!!!! Print message to user
    this.printToLog(" " + nodeB.label + " has been DISABLED. It cannot be considered in the path to the goal.");

    //Redraw line to next node to show that its not considered
    //node_A.draw_Arrow_to(nodeB, Color.RED, map); //Removed in favor of using the link object to draw
    tempLink.drawLink(map, Color.RED);
    //Set link as disabled
    tempLink.enabled = false;
}
} //End of examination of nodeB, a node that nodeA is connected to

//Put this node on the visited list since it has now been visited
visited.add(nodeA);

//Have thread sleep to pause execution if requested
if(this.stepByStep == true) {

}
AstarSearch.sleep(stepTimeDelay);

// Deemphasize the current node in the graphic display
nodeA.deemphasizeCurrentNode(map);

// Sort Priority Queue for available nodes so if a shorter path from start was found
to a node, the list order reflects it
Collections.sort(available);

// If execution reaches this point then the goal was not found, so return null
return null;

} catch(Exception e) {
    this.printToLog("Error in A* algorithm:" + e);
    return null; // In case of error return null
}

/**
 * Calculates and returns the path traversed as a list
 * @return the path traversed as a list
 */
public LinkedList getPath() {
    NodeXY tempNode;
    LinkedList path = new LinkedList();// Variable to hold path
    // Get goalNode to start
    tempNode = this.goalNode;
    // Go backwards through the path but add each node to the front of the list (a stack implementation)
    while(tempNode.pathParent != null)
    {
        // Add node to front of the list
        path.addFirst(tempNode);
        // Go to parent node of temp_node
        tempNode = tempNode.pathParent;
    }
    return path;
}
//Add the first node
path.addFirst(this.startNode);
//Return the list
return path;

/**
 * Prints the found path from the start to the goal
 * @param path path from the start to the goal
 */
public void printPath(LinkedList path) {
    NodeXY tempNode;
    NodeXY previousNode = null;

    Iterator i = path.iterator(); //Get iterator to loop through searchSpace
    //Print intro statement
    this.printToLogNoNewLine("PATH ");
    //Print path with no NEW_LINE between node labels
    while (i.hasNext()) {
        //Get next node
        tempNode = (NodeXY)i.next();
        //Print this node (don't print arrow in front of startNode
        if(tempNode == this.startNode) {
            this.printToLogNoNewLine(tempNode.label);
        }
        else {
            this.printToLogNoNewLine("->" + tempNode.label);
            //***Paint path on map ***
            //Get link that defines that connection
            LinkXY tempLink = (LinkXY) this.searchSpace.findLink(previousNode, tempNode);
            //previous_node.draw_Arrow_to(temp_node, Color.BLUE, this.map); //Removed in favor of using link objects to draw lines
        }
    }
}
tempLink.drawLink(map, Color.BLUE);
    }
    //Set previous node
    previousNode = tempNode;
    //Redraw the node to show as part of path
    previousNode.drawNode(this.map, previousNode.color, map.getNormalNodeSize());
    }
    //print blank space to advance to the next line for next print message
    this.printToLog(" ");
  }
  /**
   * Prints output shown to the user in the textbox on the screen & prints to System.out as well
   * @param text text to be printed to screen and system.out
   */
  public void printToLog(String text) {
    try {
      this.textLog.append(text + NEW_LINE); //Adds NEW_LINE character so each entry is a new line
      //Moves cursor to the end of the text area to keep new text in view
      this.textLog.setCaretPosition(textLog.getDocument().getLength());
      //Print out to output screen also
      System.out.println(text);
    }
    catch (Exception e) {
      System.out.println("Error in print_to_log:" + e);
    }
  }
  
  public void printToLogNoNewLine(String text) {
    try {
      
    }
  }
//This method prints output shown to the user in the textbox on the screen & prints to System.out as well
this.textLog.append(text); //Adds NEW_LINE character so each entry is a new line
// Moves cursor to the end of the text area to keep new text in view
this.textLog.setCaretPosition(textLog.getDocument().getLength());
// Print out to output screen also
System.out.println(text);
}

} catch (Exception e)
{
    System.out.println("Error in printToLogNoNewLine:" + e);
}

/**
 * Returns true if the algorithm is in step-by-step mode, false if it is not
 * @return true if the algorithm is in step-by-step mode, false if it is not
 */

public boolean getStepByStep() {
    return stepByStep;
}

/**
 * Sets whether or not the algorithm is in step-by-step mode
 * @param value true if the algorithm should be in step-by-step mode, false if it should not
 */

public void setStepByStep(boolean value) {
    this.stepByStep = value;
}

/**
 * Returns the length of step time in between each step of the algorithm (in milliseconds)
 * @return the length of step time in between each step of the algorithm (in milliseconds)
 */

public int getStepTimeDelay() {
    return this.stepTimeDelay;
/**
 * Sets the length of step time in between each step of the algorithm (in milliseconds)
 * @param time the length of step time in between each step of the algorithm (in milliseconds)
 */

public void setTimeDelay(int time) {
    this.stepTimeDelay = time;  //Already in milliseconds from slider
}

/**
 * Returns the current node that the algorithm is examining
 * @return the current node that the algorithm is examining
 */

public HeuristicsNode getCurrentNode() {
    return this.currentNode;
}

/**
 * This class holds the basic information for a node in a network that has X and Y locations
 * @author Adhen
 */

public abstract class NodeXY extends Node implements Comparable {

    public NodeXY pathParent;  //This reference to a node will serve as the link to its parent

}
when tracing a path to the goal node. This way

    //the path from start to goal can easily be reconstructed when reaching the
goal

    public double costFromStart; //Distance traveled from start node to get to this node
    public double estCostToGoal; //Estimated distance from this node to the goal, estimated
    by a heuristic (either # of links or distance traveled
    public Location location; //Location of node in (x,y)

    //*** Properties of the node used for the graphic MapDisplay ***
    public Color color; //Variable that holds the current color of the node for the graphic map
    (used when traversing the path)
    public Color previousColor; //Variable holds the previous color of the node for the graphic
    map (used when traversing the path)
    public int size; //Defines the current size of the node for the graphic map
    public int previous_size; //Defines the previous size of the node for the graphic map

    /**
    * Creates a new instance of Node with a location to be used for Astar search
    * @param label name of the node
    * @param x X coordinate of the location of the node
    * @param y Y coordinate of the location of the node
    */
    public NodeXY(String label, int x, int y) {
        super(label);
        //Create location property with coords
        this.location = new Location(x, y);

        //Initialize costs
        this.costFromStart = 0;
        this.estCostToGoal = 0;

        //Set graphic properties of node
        this.color = Color.DARK_GRAY;
this.previousColor = Color.DARK_GRAY;
this.size = 7;
this.previous_size = 7;

//Print current properties of node
//System.out.println("Initialized Node " + this.label + " to location (" + this.location.x + ", " + this.location.y + ")");
}

/**
 * This method calculates the heuristic value f(n) = h(n) + i(n) where h(n) is the cost of the trip from the start node *
 * to this node "n" and i(n) is the estimated cost to travel from this node "n" to the goal node. This class will *
 * be extended to use different heuristics to implement f(n).
 * @return total heuristics cost to the goal
 */
public double get_total_heuristic_cost()
{
    return (this.costFromStart + this.estCostToGoal);
}

/**
 * This function compares two node's costs and returns 1 if this node is greater than, 0 if it is equal to and -1 if it is less than node_B. *
 */
@Override
public int compareTo (Object node_B)
{
double cost = this.get_total_heuristic_cost();
double node_B_Cost = ((NodeXY)node_B).get_total_heuristic_cost();

    //Calculate difference in costs
double temp = cost - node_B_Cost;

if (temp > 0) {
    //this node is greater than node_B
    return 1;
} else {
    if (temp < 0) {
        //this node is less than node_B
        return -1;
    } else {
        //this node is equal to node_B
        return 0;
    }
}

//**************************************************
//* Graphic methods used to draw nodes on a visual map *
//**************************************************
public void drawNode(MapDisplay map, Color color, int size) {

//Graphic object
Graphics g;
//Set graphics object
g = map.getGraphics();

//Set previous graphic node properties
this.previousColor = this.color;
this.previous_size = this.size;

//Set current graphic node properties
this.color = color;
this.size = size;

//Set color of graphic object
g.setColor(color);

//Draw circle
    g.fillOval((int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y * map.SCALE),
    this.size, this.size);

    //Draw text Label
    g.drawString(this.label, (int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y * map.SCALE));
}

public void drawNode(Graphics g, MapDisplay map) {

/*************************
***************
//* This function draws the node on the map and is called by the map when it is
refreshed *
***************
*************************/

//Set color of graphic object
g.setColor(this.color);
public void emphasizeCurrentNode(MapDisplay map) {
    //This function emphasizes the current node by showing it as expanded and green

    //Graphic object
    Graphics g;
    //Set graphics object
    g = map.getGraphics();

    //Set previous graphic node properties
    this.previousColor = this.color;
    this.previous_size = this.size;

    //Set current graphic node properties
    this.color = Color.GREEN;
    this.size = map.getExpandedNodeSize();

    //Set color of graphic object
    g.setColor(color);
    //Draw circle
    g.fillOval((int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y * map.SCALE),
                this.size, this.size);
    //Draw text Label
    g.drawString(this.label, (int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y *
                map.SCALE));
}
public void deemphasizeCurrentNode(MapDisplay map) {

    // This function deemphasizes the current node by showing it as regular and its previous color

    // Graphic object
    Graphics g;
    // Set graphics object
    g = map.getGraphics();

    // Set current graphic node properties
    // this.color = this.previousColor;

    // If this node wasn't a start or goal node, then paint it the right color (enabled/disabled)
    if (this.previousColor != Color.BLUE) {
        if(this.enabled == true) {
            this.color = Color.BLACK;
        }
        else {
            this.color = Color.RED;
        }
    } else {
        this.color = this.previousColor;
    }

    this.size = map.getExpandedNodeSize();

    // Set color of graphic object
    g.setColor(color); // Draw circle
    g.fillOval((int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y * map.SCALE), this.size, this.size);
}
```java
public void setLocation (Location location) {
    this.location.x = location.x;
    this.location.y = location.y;
}

//Draw text Label
    g.drawString(this.label, (int)(this.location.x * map.SCALE), (int)(this.location.y * map.SCALE));
}

/**************************
************
//* Abstract methods to be implemented in the extended class for specific Heuristics   *
//***********************************************************
***************
************

//This function gets the real cost between this node and node_B
public abstract double getCost(NodeXY node_B, Heuristic heuristic);

//This function gets the estimated cost between this node and the goal node
public abstract double getEstimatedCostToGoal(NodeXY goal_node, Heuristic heuristic);
}
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/**
* Copyright 2005 Sean J. Barbeau

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
*/
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

package astar;

import com.barbeau.networks.visualization.MapDisplay;
import com.barbeau.networks.Link;
import java.awt.*;

/**
 * This class defines the one-way links that attach nodes to each other and have X and Y locations,
 * used for GUI operations
 * @author Adhen
 */
public class LinkXY extends Link{

    //Graphics characteristics of this link
    private Color color;

    /**
     * Creates a new instance of Link between two nodes
     * @param nodeA
     * @param nodeB
     */
public LinkXY(NodeXY nodeA, NodeXY nodeB) {
    super(nodeA, nodeB);

    // Set default color
    this.color = Color.LIGHT_GRAY;
}

/**
 * This function draws an arrow from this.nodeA to this.nodeB with an arrow head
 * pointing at nodeB
 * @param g graphics to use when drawing. It is called by the map when it is refreshed
 * @param map map to use when drawing
 */
public void draw_Link(Graphics g, MapDisplay map) {

    // Set color for graphics
    g.setColor(this.color);

    // Get coordinates of nodes (takes into account the size of node and scale of map
    int nodeAx = ((int)((((NodeXY) nodeA).location.x + ((NodeXY) nodeA).size/2) * map.SCALE);
    int nodeAy = ((int)((((NodeXY) nodeA).location.y + ((NodeXY) nodeA).size/2) * map.SCALE);
    int nodeBx = ((int)((((NodeXY) nodeB).location.x + ((NodeXY) nodeB).size/2) * map.SCALE);
    int nodeBy = ((int)((((NodeXY) nodeB).location.y + ((NodeXY) nodeB).size/2) * map.SCALE);

    double stroke = .1;

    // Get direction of line
    double tempDirection = Math.atan2(nodeAx-nodeBx,nodeAy-nodeBy);
/**
 * This function draws an arrow from this.nodeA to this.nodeB with an arrow head pointing at nodeB
 * It is called by the algorithm to define the color of the link
 * @param map map to draw link on
 * @param color color of link
 */

public void drawLink(MapDisplay map, Color color) {

//Build Arrow head
Polygon temp_Head = new Polygon();
int i1=12+(int)(stroke*2);
int i2=6+(int)stroke;

//Add points to polygon
temp_Head.addPoint(nodeBx,nodeBy);
temp_Head.addPoint(nodeBx+getX(i1,tempDirection+.5),nodeBy+getY(i1,tempDirection+.5));
temp_Head.addPoint(nodeBx+getX(i2,tempDirection),nodeBy+getY(i2,tempDirection));
temp_Head.addPoint(nodeBx+getX(i1,tempDirection-.5),nodeBy+getY(i1,tempDirection-.5));
temp_Head.addPoint(nodeBx,nodeBy);

//Draw line to nodeB from nodeA
g.drawLine(nodeBx,nodeBy,nodeAx,nodeAy);

//Draw and fill arrow head
g.drawPolygon(temp_Head);
g.fillPolygon(temp_Head);
}
//Graphic object
Graphics g;

//Set graphics object
g = map.getGraphics();

//Set color of graphic object
g.setColor(color);

//Set color for link
this.color = color;

//Get coordinates of nodes (takes into account the size of node and scale of map
int nodeAx = (int)(((NodeXY) nodeA).location.x + ((NodeXY) nodeA).size/2) * map.SCALE);
int nodeAy = (int)(((NodeXY) nodeA).location.y + ((NodeXY) nodeA).size/2) * map.SCALE);
int nodeBx = (int)(((NodeXY) nodeB).location.x + ((NodeXY) nodeB).size/2) * map.SCALE);
int nodeBy = (int)(((NodeXY) nodeB).location.y + ((NodeXY) nodeB).size/2) * map.SCALE);

double stroke = .1;

//Get direction of line
double tempDirection = Math.atan2(nodeAx-nodeBx,nodeAy-nodeBy);

//Build Arrow head
Polygon tempHead = new Polygon();
int i1=12+(int)(stroke*2);
int i2=6+(int)stroke;

//Add points to polygon
tempHead.addPoint(nodeBx, nodeBy);

tempHead.addPoint(nodeBx + getX(i1, tempDirection + .5), nodeBy + getY(i1, tempDirection + .5));

tempHead.addPoint(nodeBx + getX(i2, tempDirection), nodeBy + getY(i2, tempDirection));
tempHead.addPoint(nodeBx + getX(i1, tempDirection - .5), nodeBy + getY(i1, tempDirection - .5));
tempHead.addPoint(nodeBx, nodeBy);

// Draw line to nodeB from nodeA
    g.drawLine(nodeBx, nodeBy, nodeAx, nodeAy);

    // Draw and fill arrow head
    g.drawPolygon(tempHead);
    g.fillPolygon(tempHead);

} 

private static int getY(int length, double direction) { return (int)(length * Math.cos(direction)); } 

private static int getX(int length, double direction) { return (int)(length * Math.sin(direction)); } 

/**
 * Resets the link status to its defaults
 */
@Override
public void resetToDefault() {
    super.resetToDefault();
    this.color = Color.LIGHT_GRAY;
}
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